Four different initialization methods for parallel Branch-and-bound algorithms are described and compared with reference to several criteria. A formal analysis of their idle times and efficiency follows. It indicates that the efficiency of three methods depends on the branching factor of the search tree. Furthermore, the fourth method offers the best efficiency of the overall algorithm when a centralized OPEN set is used. Experimental results by a PRAM simulation support these statements.
Introduction
Branch-and-bound (B&B) is a well-known and general combinatorial optimization technique which is used especially for NP-complete problems where no special purpose algorithm can be developed. Because of the high problem complexity, parallel implementations are required for speeding up the computations. Algorithms with a high and stable efficiency, i.e., utilization of the processing elements (PEs), are desired when variable number of processors is used.
For comparisons, speed-up is a commonly used measure. It compares the run time of the algorithm when different numbers of PEs are used. Here, the speed-up is computed by dividing the run time of the parallel algorithm with one PE by the run time of the same parallel algorithm with multiple PEs. The efficiency is the speed-up divided by the number of PEs used in the parallel case. It is a measure for the average utilization of PEs during the total run time. High efficiencies, close to one, are desired with different numbers of usable PEs. They indicate a good exploitation of the available parallelism.
A brief description of the parallel B&B algorithm is given in the next section. Thereby, a typical problem of parallel processing search trees is formulated. Different initialization methods for solving this problem are stated in Section 3. For these methods, the occurring idle times and the resulting efficiency are analysed formally in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, the analysis is verified by experimental results.
Parallel Branch-and-bound
The discrete combinatorial optimization problem is to find a vector x = (x 1 , ..., x n ), x i ∈ N, which minimizes a criterion function f(x). In addition, a set of constraints is given which has to be met by the solution vector. This set can be subdivided into explicit and implicit constraints. The implicit constraints describe the relationships between the variables x i , the explicit ones are the value ranges of the variables. The set of vectors fulfilling the explicit constraints define the search space which will be represented here as a search tree.
For describing the parallel B&B algorithm solving this optimization problem, we use a common version of the sequential B&B formulation as a basis. In Fig. 1 , a formulation in Pascal is stated in ref. [12] . Thereby, the initialization is hidden behind a function call and is discussed in detail in the following sections.
There are two main data structures on which the single PEs are working. First, a set of nodes, called OPEN, stores the partial problems not yet investigated. Second, the incumbent z holds the best known solution so far. Both of these data structures may be kept centralized with access of all PEs or may be distributed over the PEs. In case of a distributed OPEN set, the set is divided into subsets which are then located on the single PEs. The kind of implementation is adapted to the underlying computer architecture. In this paper, we assume a distributed OPEN set, except for the parallel random access machine (PRAM).
With these data structures, the parallel B&B works quite similarly to the serial algorithm. All the PEs execute the main loop of the B&B in parallel, synchronously or asynchronously. Each PE grabs a node from an OPEN set, expands it, and inserts the evaluated successors back into OPEN. If necessary, the incumbent is updated.
Usually, a non-optimal solution is computed by a quick heuristic algorithm before the B&B computes the optimum. This first solution serves as upper bound for the cost estimation of the intermediate nodes. lower bound of a generated successor is evaluated to be worse than the costs of the heuristic solution, then this successor may be pruned.
In contrast to the serial algorithm, three different phases of processing can be identified in the parallel B&B. These are the start-up phase, the working phase, and the shut-down phase. In the start-up phase, the B&B starts with the root node exploring the search tree. Down to a certain depth of the search tree, there are fewer nodes than PEs. Therefore, some of the PEs are idle waiting to receive a node. In the working phase, OPEN stores many nodes and all processors are supplied with work. In the shut-down phase, some PEs are idle again because only few branches of the search tree are left to be investigated and therefore, compared with the number of PEs, nodes are lacking.
One problem arising in parallel B&B algorithms is typical for parallel processing search trees, especially when they are built up during processing. If we assume that a synchronous parallelization at node level, not all PEs can be used from the very beginning. The search tree has to be explored node by node, and the amount of work which has to be done increases with each iteration. Starting with one initial node (the root node of the search tree), in the next iteration the number of nodes to be considered is multiplied by the branching factor b of the tree. The number of nodes of the search tree, and therefore, the number of active PEs can increase at most by b d , where d is the current depth. The efficiency of the total algorithm is reduced, since not all PEs are used from the beginning.
The reduction of the efficiency by this kind of initialization is a probleminherent feature. Furthermore, it cannot be compensated for, though full PE utilization is reached after several iterations. This problem even occurs with an idealized parallel computer: the PRAM. With real parallel computers, the problem is worse due to the communication necessary to distribute the generated nodes equally over the PEs. At least for these three reasons, the problem of Initialization is worth being investigated.
Initialization Methods
In this section, four different variants for the initialization of the parallel B&B algorithm are described and analysed. Generally, B&B initialization covers the task of static load balancing. The aim is to provide each PE with a certain amount of work. Ideally, the total (future) work to be done is distributed equally over the PEs. Otherwise, additional effort for dynamic load balancing slows the algorithm down. But in tree search, the future work is hardly to predict without any domain knowledge. Therefore, about one node is provided for each PE (static load sharing).
Root Initialization
Root initialization is the most common approach when parallel B&B is described. This may be due to the fact that (1) the initialization is not the main topic of the description, (2) a computational model was used which ignores the communication between the PEs (e.g., PRAM), (3) or the initialization has directly been taken over from the serial implementation of B&B.
When applying Root Initialization, the root of the B&B-tree is inserted in one of the local OPEN-subsets. On each PE, the main loop of the B&B is running. Thus, the PE with the root node inserted grabs this node and expands it. The successors of the root node are then distributed according the load balancing scheme applied in the algorithm. The other PE receiving a node proceeds in the same way. After a while, the total OPEN set provides at least one node for eachPE and the whole B&B goes from the start-up phase into the working phase.
It is assumed that the B&B is working on a search tree with a constant branching factor. Thus, all PEs can receive at least one tree node after a certain amount of time. This amount depends on the number of used PEs in a logarithmic way. Processing a search tree with a branching factor b using p PEs, all PEs can receive one node in at least log b p iterations. Additionally, the concrete term depends on the use load balancing mechanism.
This initialization has the advantage, that the load balancing method of the main algorithm is used in the start-up phase, too. Thus, the Root Initialization is very simple to implement and no additional code is necessary. On the other hand, a relatively cost-intensive distribution of the successor nodes is used. Each distribution is combined with a necessary communication overhead. Furthermore, many of the PEs are idle and waiting to receive a node.
Enumerative Initialization
The second initialization method is very similar to the previous one. It is used by the algorithms in refs. [16, 10] . The main difference is the broadcast of the root node to every PE at the beginning of the initialization. Thereafter, each PE has the same node in its OPEN-subset. This root node is expanded by each PE according to the main loop of the sequential algorithm. Altogether, the p PEs proceed until at least p nodes rest in the OPEN-subset of each PE. Then the i -th PE keeps the i -th node of the set and deletes the rest. With this node, the PE continues in the local B&B algorithm and the total B&B process changes from the start-up phase into the working phase. In summary, the nodes necessary for initialization of each PE are quasi enumerated by all the PEs.
Additionally, there is a strategy necessary to preserve the correctness of the algorithm. This problem occurs if more nodes than PEs available are generated in the last step of the start-up phase. In this case, the above initialization would discard the unprocessed nodes which could possibly lead to the only optimal solution. An admissible method works in a round robin fashion and distributes the unprocessed nodes over the PEs according to their identifier.
With Enumerative Initialization, the number of iterations in the start-up phase is similar to the Root Initialization. For generating at least p nodes, about log b p steps are necessary if a constant branching factor b is assumed. Although no improvement could be achieved in the number of iterations, the Enumerative Initialization has advantages. If the search tree is expanded by all PEs in the start-up phase, every PE computes its "local root" node without any further communication. All the PEs are working from the very beginning and are not waiting to receive a node. On the other hand, there is redundant work because many PEs are processing the same nodes and doing identical evaluation.
Selective Initialization
The Selective Initialization is a circular method first introduced by ref. [2] and used by ref. [7] later on. It prevents the disadvantages of the Enumeration Initialization by a local node selection strategy of the single PEs.
This method starts, analogously to the Enumerative Initialization, with broadcasting the root node over all the PEs. But instead of generating the whole search tree down to a certain depth, each PE generates only one single path. The paths of the PEs are distinct and they lead to the proper node for initializing the PE. To generate this path, each PE cycles in an expansion-selection loop for a certain time. Thereby, the active node (the root node at the beginning) is expanded and its successors generated. Instead of storing all the successors in the OPEN-subset, only one node of the successors is investigated in the sequel.
The selection of this node is done by a circular method, see ref. [2] . Thereby, every PE which participates at the B&B algorithm has a unique identifi cation number pu_id. The number of current PEs taking the same path up to now is indicated by ncp. Assume that size indicates the number of successor nodes which have been generated, then the PE pu_id chooses the node denoted by g with g = (( pu_ id − 1)MOD size) + 1 (1) In the next iteration, the variables are updated by the following equations 1 :
The loop ends, when size becomes greater or equal to ncp. Then each PE takes a number of successor equal to size / ncp. The last PE takes the rest of the nodes.
Compared with Root Initialization, this method has the same advantage as the preceding one: only little communication. Additionally, the PEs are doing less redundant work. Only the first part of the path of one PE is identical with some other PE. In every iteration, the PEs of one path are partitioned into the branches of the path. For this reason, the overall efficiency of this initialization is greater than the previous methods.
On the other hand, the selection of nodes is not as good as with the previous methods. In contrast to the serial B&B, this initialization generates the nodes more or less independently of each other. The lower bound of the nodes are not sorted or compared. To summarize, the PEs are not initialized with the p best nodes.
In the circular method, nothing is said about the case when size equals zero. This happens if no successor of a node can be generated or all successors are pruned by the upper bound. Furthermore, no load balancing is applied in the start-up phase. Thus, the PEs with no successor will become idle until they enter the working phase. Altogether, this method has slightly more idle times as the previous two.
Direct Initialization
The last initialization method described here is the Direct Initialization. It is used for the Vertex-cover problem in ref. [17] , and a serial version without exploiting the parallelism is mentioned in ref. [1] .
The main strategy is not to built up the search tree explicitly in the startup phase. Instead, each PE directly computes its local (root) node for initialization similarly to the circular method of Selective Initialization. Because every PE should be served with a distinct node, all the nodes for initialization are taken from a certain depth of the search tree. This depth is determined such , that the amount of nodes in this depth is greater than the number of PEs. Thus, every PE is supplied with at least one node. If there are more nodes than PEs available, then some PEs take multiple nodes at once to ensure the correctness of the algorithm. After initialization, every PE continues with the standard parallel B&B algorithm using its node as a (local) root. In summary, the parallel B&B algorithm starts its usual search in a certain depth of the search tree instead from the root node.
This strategy is only applicable if the structure of the search tree is known in advance. Then, a function for node generation can be set up. It computes the i-th node in a certain depth d 0 with d 0 = log b p.
This approach for initialization includes most of the advantages of the previous two methods, i.e., little communication and no idle times. Additionally, the PEs are not doing any redundant work and, therefore, the efficiency is maximal. On the other hand, possible bad branches of the search tree are not pruned by the upper bound, because no lower bound of the nodes is computed during initialization. The pruning is possible at the end of the start-up phase and will lead to PEs without work. The second disadvantage is the same as in Selective Initialization: the selected nodes are not the p best ones.
Comparison
In this section, the different initialization methods are compared with reference to several criteria (see Table 1 ). The criteria are selected according to their influence on the quality of the single method. A short description of each criterion follows:
-The first criterion indicates the amount of necessary communication between the PEs during the start-up phase. -Only if the PEs are working on distinct nodes is the potential parallelism exploited. Therefore, the redundancy of work is an important criteria. It is measured in the number of multiple processed nodes. -The idle times of the PEs act as an indicator for decreasing efficiency.
In our model, they occur if a PE is waiting for work, i.e., receiving a node from another PE.
-An initialization method is called general if it is applicable to all discrete optimization problems, which could be solved by the B&B algorithm. As the table shows, not all initialization methods have this property. -The variable branching criterion indicates whether the method is able to handle search trees with non-constant branching factors or whether some branches may be pruned by their poor cost estimation. -The last criterion specifies whether the nodes have been selected in a best-first fashion at the end of the start-up phase. In Table 1 , three marks (+, +/-, -) state how good (good, fair, poor) a criterion fits to one initialization method relative to other methods. To enable a homogeneous evaluation, the first three criteria have to be used in their reverse forms. For example, comparing the redundancy, the Root and Direct Init. evaluate as good, the Selective Init. as fair, and the Enumerative Init. as poor concerning the avoidance of redundancy. 
Analysis
When investigating the different initialization methods, the resulting efficiency of the overall algorithm is of high interest. Most of the criteria of Section 3.5 more or less influence the efficiency. In this section, we analyse a criterion which is more basic than the others. When regarding the idealised parallel computational model (PRAM), only the idle times of the PEs are relevant. The other criteria vanish because of the special PRAM structure (see below). Regarding real parallel machines, all the problems of the PRAM are included, too, plus several additional ones. Thus, the idle times form a machine-independent and method-inherent feature of the B&B initializations.
For the analysis, we assume a Parallel Random Access Machine with concurrent read and write operations (CRCW-PRAM) as a model. Each PE has access to the global memory in constant time. Thus, there is no need to regard the communication because it can be done through the global memory. In addition, no redundancy of best-first problems have to be considered because the PEs always receive the p best unique nodes from the memory.
In the PRAM, OPEN is kept in the global shared memory. Therefore, the first three initialization methods reduce to one method. It is the development of the search tree beginning from the root. The root is inserted in the global OPEN set as initialization. Then the nodes in OPEN are successively expanded and the search tree is built up. This procedure is the same for the first three initialization methods. On the other hand, the fourth initialization method directly generates the appropriate nodes in a certain depth of the tree. Thus the start-up phase is shortened.
Idle Times
With special consideration of the three phases of the B&B, we will take a closer look into the start-up phase in the following paragraphs. In this phase, the first three initialization methods build up the search tree successively. Each PE grabs a node from OPEN and expands it. With a constant branching factor of b, the algorithm can expand at most b d nodes in depth d. By definition, the start-up phase ends when there is at least one node for each PE. This is the case in the depth d 0 , with
From the very beginning of the algorithm, all of the p PEs are available and in every iteration all nodes in OPEN can be expanded. Thus, the start-up phase takes d 0 + 1 iterations, beginning the first iteration in depth zero. In every single iteration, p nodes could potentially be expanded. So, the amount of expanded nodes cab be as high as p(d 0 + 1). But not all PEs can do a reasonable amount of work during the start-up phase. Some of the PEs are working and the rest are idle waiting to receive work. Let a i and b i denote the number of idle and working PEs in iteration i, respectively. Additionally, we define the sums over all iterations (depth zero up to d 0 ) of the start-up phase by
Clearly, adding these sums of working and idle PEs over the total start-up phase will give the total amount of potential expandable nodes in this phase:
The number of working PEs is determined by the number of expandable nodes per each iteration. Assuming that the iteration corresponds with depth d+1 in the search tree, which holds in the start-up phase, then b i can be calculated by min (p, b i+1 ) . Thus, the sum of working times B is Accordingly, the sum A can be calculated by
By choosing the number of PEs p with p = b k , for some k > 0, this equation can be simplified. The minimum operator is superfluous and a closed form of the second term is given through the geometric sum. The branching factor b is greater than 1. Otherwise there will be only a pathological search tree. Additionally, we view A as a function depending only on the number of PEs p, and the branching factor b. With this, the sum of idle PEs over all start-up iterations is Fig. 2 , all the above-mentioned quantities are shown. The maximum number of expandable nodes of the search tree and the number of working PEs are plotted against the iteration. The total amount of idle and working PE times are indicated by A and B, respectively. The area C denotes the ideal working phase of the B&B, where about p nodes are expanded in each iteration.
Efficiency
With the quantification of idle times caused by the initialization, it is easy to estimate the efficiency of the overall algorithm. Therefore, it is assumed that the complete (balanced) search tree has to be explored for solving the problem, which is certainly unfavourable. With d max indicating the tree depth, the total number of nodes to be investigated is calculated by b d max . This corresponds to the iteration number of the serial algorithm. With the parallel B&B, the amount of idle times has to be added. Thus, the number of iterations I is 
Notice that the length of the start-up phase depends on the branching factor b and on the number of processors p. In Fig. 3 , the efficiency is plotted against the number of processors p and the branching factor b. Thereby, the depth d max of the search tree is 20. The efficiency increases when the branching factor becomes greater than a certain threshold depending on p.
In the previous analyses, the occurring idle times and the efficiency of the B&B start-up phase are formulated. Thereby, two facts can be observed. First, the idle times increase with the number of PEs, assuming that the problem instance chosen is complex enough. Second, by increasing the branching factor of the search tree, this idle times can be reduced. Therefore, if there is a choice between different enumeration schemes, the schema generating the broader tree is preferable. This holds only if one of the first three initialization methods is used. Considering the Direct Initialization, the behaviour of the start-up and working phase cannot be analysed in that way. With this method, there is no start-up of this kind. Thus, there are no idle times in the start-up. But, because of the missing start-up phase, the following working phase is influenced. Thus, the overall behaviour of the different initialization methods will be compared by experiments outlined in the next section.
Experimental Results
We solve a typical scheduling problem, as an application domain of the parallel B&B. A fixed number n of elementary jobs with different processing times operate on m identical machines. Thereby, the single job is not preemptable and there are no precedence relations between the jobs. The optimization problem is to find the sequence of jobs on each machine which minimizes the total processing time (makespan) of the system. The B&B algorithm uses partial (incomplete) schedules as intermediate nodes of the search tree. The branching factor b and the depth d max of this tree are determined by the number n of machines and the num ber m of jobs, respectively. The search tree is built up by successively placing single jobs on all machines. Thereby, the next job is selected according the maximum processing time. The lower bound of each partial schedule is computed by its makespan plus the average processing time still needed. Very long jobs can lengthen the second term. The B&B selects the nodes from OPEN in a best-first fashion. Conflicts are solved by depth-first prioritization in the search tree: Deeper nodes and more left nodes are preferred.
The experiments were performed by a PRAM simulation, cf. Section 4. The problem solved consists of three machines (b = m = 3) and twelve jobs (d max = n = 12) with different processing times (4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6) . Thus, the search tree has a total size of about 7.9*10 5 nodes. The implemented B&B expands in average by about 6.000 nodes. In Fig. 4 , the two types of the presented initialization methods are compared by solving this problem. The efficiency of the Root Initialization and the Direct Initialization are plotted against increasing number of processors. The latter method is split up generating more (k≥ p) or less (k ≤ p) initial nodes than PEs available.
The comparison of the three initialization methods supports the results of the analysis, given in Section 4. The values of the Root Initialization correspond to one section of the efficiency in the plot of Fig. 3 . The efficiency of the Direct Initialization is better than the previous one throughout, though it decreases with increasing p, too. Comparing the different numbers k of expanded nodes in the first iteration, the method with more nodes than PEs (k > p) is preferable.
Conclusion
The results indicate that the differences of the single initialization methods are significant. The performance of the overall algorithm is influenced by the method chosen for the start-up phase. The efficiency of the first three methods (Root, Enumerative, and Selective Init.) depends on the branching factor of the search tree. An enumeration scheme generating a broad search tree is preferable.
For the Direct Initialization, the PRAM analysis and simulation show that it has the best efficiency, assuming it is applicable. This holds, especially if more nodes than processors are generated in the first iteration. One drawback of the Direct Initialization is the lack of heuristic pruning. After initialization of a distributed OPEN set, due to pruning some PEs will become idle until the dynamic load balancing will provide them with nodes again. The fraction of pruned nodes depends on the application domain, thus, the final decision pro or contra Direct Initialization cannot be done in general.
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